HELPFUL TIPS BEFORE USAGE:
1. Dual voltage operation (110V~240V) can be used during international travel in conjunction with travel power adapter (not included).
2. Auto shut-off protection if NOT IN USE for 30 minutes.
3. This appliance can leave your hair silky, straight and smooth from the very first stroke. It heats up to 365°F (180°C) in one minute, max 450°F (230°C), the device keeps constant temperature at 365°F (180°C), your hair will be settled in 8-10 seconds.
4. Use Moroccan oil or Agama essential oil hair treatment (Not Included with the package) with the appliance to massage your hair which can improve frizzy, dry and unmanageable hair effectively.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
1. Plug in the appliance and press on/off button for a short moment. The LED lights will indicate the brush is on or off.
2. Adjust “+” or “-” to select your required temperature.
3. Brush your hair like usual (better if with hair care treatment oil), but be careful of the heat.
4. After use, unplug it and cool it down on a flat surface.
5. Clean and store it in its box in a dry place.